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If you are addicted to Xoops, maybe this will help you a lot.

i just created the xoops toolbar

It's free, with no spyware or viruses, does not open pop-ups or hijack your searches, and no
personal information is required.

What does the Xoops toolbar let me do?

Includes a cookie cleaner, a history cleaner, and a cache cleaner

Get notified when you receive new e-mails to your POP3, Yahoo!, Gmail, or Hotmail accounts
Instant access to our site from any site on the web

Search from anywhere on the web
Get instant access to useful Xoops links
Get various Xoops news headlines automatically

http://xoops.ourtoolbar.com/

PS:If you are a module or Theme developer and you dont see your link on the toolbar please
PM me, so i can add it.

http://xoops.ourtoolbar.com/
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